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WELCOME TI-IE DEPRESSION

.' .

ONE of the latest cartoons of that intelligent artist, Wortman,
shows a tailor saying to his employees, "They say this
depression is psychological, but I feel it right down here in

my stomach l" And so do the capitalists, even those who,
together with John L. Lewis, spread the news about capital's
"sit-down" strike against certain governmental measures. And
so do the workers, who are laid off in masses, and who find their,
wages reduced because of fewer working hours. By now the
pitiful "psychological approach" to combat the depression is
forgotten; artificial optimism spent itself in the empty, friendly
gesture of Roosevelt towards the businessmen, large and smalI.

What bewilderment everyw here! Each artiele in every
business journal says just one thing: We know th at nothing can
be known. Ridiculous stmtements as to the future prospects of
capital made recently by many financial experts are now shame-
fuIly excused with uncomfortable deadlines; and those writers
with the shortest deadlines possible restriet themselves to the

.copying of some facts and the mumbling of non-committal
statements. No real explanation, no serieus suggestion; the
readers understand every word, but not a single sentence.

Facts are not lacking. The London "Economist", the
"Annalist" in New York, and innumerable business journals of
lesser significance, not to speak of the many governmental
publications cut down 100,000 trees in the Canadian Woods to
tell their readers what is what. Let us raise Stuart Chase's
anger to a higher pitch by participating in this exploitation of
the natural resources.

From our point of view it is almost impossible to speak of a
new depression, for we were convinced that the old one was still
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in session when the new decline set in. But figures are against
us, if figures mean anything, In the summer of 1937 world pro-
duction exceeded the 1929 level by about 15 per cent if we in-
clude Russia, which we certainly do. However, this situation
was shortlived; within three months, world production was
again below the 1928 level. World trade never regained the
position of 1929, and many individual countries, including the
United States, never reached the pre-depreesion production level.
Prosperity is like Stalin's "Socialism" - greater inequalities
make for new accomplishments. The totalitarian countries were
the busiest; the "democratie" countries, less successful in
getting work for nothing, were less able to "create shortages in
raw materials." Now however, the crisis may straighten out such
injustices ; maybe a war wiIl help.

How did this new prosperity, which we failed tû notice and
which now suffers arecession, come about? Arthur D. Gaver
provides us with an answer in "The New Republic" of Feb. 2,
1938. He says:

"The recovery which preceded this unusual crisis was a very strange
one, too, and in certain respects not in accordance with the textbook rules.
Normally, recovery starts from an increase in private investment and acceler-
ated expansion of the capital-goods industries. This time large-scale
government spending took the role of initiating the upswing. The hope that
;tfter a while increased demand frem private sourees would replace pump-
priming sustaining a self-supporting and steady recovery was not fulfilled.
The moment public expenditures for the purpose were stopped, the upswing
stopped too."

This answer may not be all-inclusive, but it puts the
emphasis in the proper place. In some parts of the world new
private investments took place in the traditional manner.
Private industry was partly able, by rationalization and technical
improvements, to raise the productivity of their workers high
enough within the depression to enable profitability and further
expansion, However, the depression was largely "overcome"
by what is now called "planning" by different governments, but
which involves primarily money and credit manipulations. That
is, capital was made profitable, and therefore productive by
shifting the burden of the depression to other nations. or by
taking from the "general public" and giving to the industrial en-
trepreneurs. Even granting that all factors working for recovery
were working also in more or less modified form in the de-
pression years up to 1932, it still remains obvious that all of the
government's interferences were necessary to create an in-
termission in the crisis. The stimulus that production thus
obtained, expressed materially in public works and armaments,
could not change the acute crisis character of capitalism even
during the upswing period. Only in a progressive accumulation
of capital can a real recovery be seen ; only when a progressively
growing number of workers are cmployed can a new upswing be
recognized. The absence of such signs during the entire
'~recovery" period explains our refusal to hel celebrate the
"new prosperity."
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. Of ~h~t did this prosperity consist ? Industrial production
!~Amer!~a lm~rove~ in 1937 to a level 9.4 per cent below
no~mal : National mcorne recovered even less than production.

National Il}come,. according to U. S. Department of Commerce
figl!res, paid out In 1937, approximated 67.5 billion dollars. This
estirnated 19~7 .total was half again as large as the 1933 aggre-
gates of 45 billion dollars, but remained approximately 14 per
cent below the 78.2 billion dollar level for 1929.
Compensation of Employees were,

in 1929 51,340 millions
in 1933 29,349"

Divid d I in 1937 44,983"
IVl en s, nterests, Entrepreneurial withdrawals, net rents, and royalties,

in 1929 26,886 millions
in 1933 15,606"
in 1937 22,480"

Accepting these insufficient figures, for there are no better
ones, it becomes c~ear.that there was no reason to speak of an
end of the depreesion In 1937, even without considering the
tremendous unemployed army which recovery was unable to
reduce.
. But, ."if}eath is not too high a payment for one night speat
In Paradise, there seemed to be reason enough to celebrate in
1937. In the "American Economie Review", June 1936, earl
Snyder declared:
. "Perhaps the most striking feature of this depression has been a full

SIX years arrest of that prodigieus industrial growth which for weIl over a
century was one of the outstanding characteristics of the country Tlris
abrupt stoppage in industrial development has no parallel." .

And then in 1937 new factories were built in the U. S. to
the tune of $500,000,000, and raised new hopes as to the future
although the same activity in 1929 ~o the amount of $54'7,000,~
000 was not able ~o halt the depression, for it was not enough
and at the same time too much - not enough for accumulation
and too much for the stagnant situation. Then, according to the
Federal Reserve Index, the volume of industrial production
dropped once more from 117 in August 1937 to 84 in December
or 33 points in four months. The depression of 1929 needed 1~
~onths to accomplish such a drop. Since January, the index
wr<?~ped.further bu~ with less rapidity, At the moment of
b riting, it can l;>esaid that the downward pace of the decline has
'teen temporanly halted, and that business is trying to stabilize
I ~el! on the new low level. But what a level! With more than 13
~llhon ou.t of work, with farm prices declining, with pro fits
. sappeanng. And there are no prospeets for an increase in new
mves~ment in the industries, and resulting capital goods ex-
pendJtures have shown no material improvement since the end
of the year.

. Already the new de cline has gripped other countries, es-
peclal1y Canada and England. British unemployment, accord-
lng to figures just released by the Ministry of Labor, increased by
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162,200 between mid-December and J anuary 17. On the latter
date it stood at 1,827,607 - the highest figure in 21 months.
And worse than th at, Business Week of Dec. 11, 1937 reports:

"Smart restaurants in London's lively West End are also beginning to
feel the effects of the slump. Hot spots which were formerly busy every
night, are now getting not more than three good nights a week."

And this may be only a beginning. What the end might be
was recently shown by Professor Woytinsky of the International
Labor Office, who estimated that the depression between 1930
and 1934 represented a Ioss of about 176,000,000,000 old gold
dollars, an amount equal to the total cost of the great war.

The present decline within the general crisis started like the
depression itself. Bond prices declined at the end of 1936. Stock
prices followed in March 1937. Short-time interest rates increas-
ed wholesale commodity prices decreased. All the phenomena
indicating insufficient profitability reappeared. There is no
mystery here. Only an increased priming of the pump could
have mitigated this process, but this policy also has its limits.
Only by a further strengthening of "state capitalist tendencies"
and greater misery for the "private economie sector" could the
present dilemma have been postponed - but only postponed.

The new decline, having all the symptoms of the beginning
of a long drawn-out period of depression has once more brought
forward all the old suggestions and propos als which were pre-
viously found futile. There are again tpe dem.ands for a f~rther
increase of mass purchasing power, raised mamly by the liberal
and labor press. And this despite the fact, as was pointed out in
the "Annalist" of Jan. 21, 1938, by D. W. El/sworth that,

"The present depression has demonstrated once more, but in highly im-
pressive fashion the fallacy of the purchasing power theory of the business
cycle. The cou~try's mass purchasing power was never so high in the
country's history as it was at the beginning of the present depresston.v

The "mass purchasing power" was created partly by the
greater exploitation of workers and partly by the aforemention-
ed governmental measures. Because they were restricted to a
reshifting and crediting of the existing purchasing power, they
served only to extend the prevailing misery. Born largely of
such measures, the "rna ss purchasing power" was merely
another factor hampering the reestablishment of a profit base
for a real capitalist expansion. The necessity of such measures
does not alter the fact that this necessity excluded that other
necessity - the rentability of the exploitative enterprises.
Against' such measures, therefore, private c:;tpital f'ought un.der
such slogans as, Balance the Budget, Abolish Regirnentation,
Oppose Labor Legislation.

Capital is not a unit eperating according to a single
necessity. The single necessity, that is the mamtenance of the
capitalist exploitative relations, is realized o",y by continuous
strife among the capttalists themselves, nationally and interna-
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tionally, and between capital and labor and the other classeQ

Within this general strife, the demand for mass purchasin-;
power i~ only ope ~lement. working towards the final necessity
of securmg capitalist relatlons. When appIied, it has served
always purposes entirely different from what its apostIes in-
tended. Temporary "Iosses" culminated in final "gains", and
thus the phrase "mass purchasing power", used by Iiberals was
actually an ideological instrument of capital to ease the pr~ce8S
of decreasing purchasing power.

We will not suggest that the workers' struggle for higher
wages an~ Il'!0re relief is senseless in present-day capitaIism.
However, it IS necessary to say that the higher the purchasing
power of the masses is in relation to total production, the greater
are capital's difficulties in overcoming its depression and in
maintaining its society. Precisely for this reason we suggest the
continuo us struggle for better living conditions. The "reformists"
expecting a prosperity from an increase of mass purchasing
power alone show thereby that they are merely out to reform
capitalism. However, the only capitaIist reform objectivelv
possible today is the fascist reform. A recent pamphlet by
Dr. H Schneider on "Socialist Strategy on the Economie Front".
published in London, said:

"The working ~l.ass movement must take as its starting point .in tbe
struggle the. recognition of the fundamental importanee of mass-purchasing
power as a means of overcoming the crisis."

This is simply nonsense; mass purchasing p 0 w e r is of
fundamental importance in overcoming capitalism, not its crisis
but then questions of purchasing power lose all their meaning:
For the truth of the matter is that there are only two ways of
overcoming crisis and depressions. One is by overcoming the ca-
pitalist system as such; the other (with only temporary results)
by overcoming the resistance of the workers to lower and still
lower standards of living. Whoever wants to operate exclusively
within the boundaries of capitalism will at last be forced to
recognize this truth and will help to overcome the resistance of
the workers. For this reason John L. Lewis, for instance, drew
back before the steel industry and celebrates, although with a
SOurface, a contract which has lost all right to such a name. For
the renewal of the steel workers' contract was secured only
because its signers don't know yet which way the depression will
go and what measures the government will use to combat it. If
deflationary tendencies assert themselves, the "contract" may be
canc~Hed within 10 days notice. If inflationary measures are
apphed, it will be a seal under a verdict of lower living condi-
bons for the workers. And Lewis had to sign, unless he wanted
to ?~pose the system as such, and call for strikes for the sake of
stnkmg. As a matter of fact, all theoreticians of the mass
Purchasing idea, are always ready to grant, at least in some
cases, as for example in the buil ding industry, that prices and
Wages are too high. From the discovery that some wages are
too high to the recognition that all wages need cutting is only
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one step. And in reality all practical measures undertaken
according to the mass purchasing theories have led always to a
further reduction of that buying power. In the course of time
however, the economie theory of mass purchasing power is no
longer open to a discovery of its real content, for it ceases to be
an economie theory and becomes the political necessity to
demand guns instead of butter. AU undercomsumption theories
will be sacrificed for the honor of the Nation.

Till then, however, the arguments will continue, but all will
agree, as the Business Letter of the National City Bank of New
Vork pointed out in Dec., 1937:

"One of the first needs in the current situation is to encourage the for-
mation of capital."

The question is only how to do this. And the answer, if
found, bears still another question, as capital formation has led
always to crisis and depressions. The "solution" looks for a
solution. For this reason those who are afraid of the future
Iarnent :"

'Free competitive enterprise cannot endure in an atmosphere of national
economie planning - once the government embarks upon partial control it
IDWlt,inevlt;lbly proceed to full contro!."

And those still more fearful of the future either accept this
~:full control" or long for the return of the past. The "New
Republic" of Feb. 16, 1938, carries an artiele pointing out that
progress by way of free competition will have to count in the
steel industry alone - by the introduetion of continuous strip
mills - with 85.000 displaced victims. What shall be done with
these additional unemployed? And the Council for Industrial
Progress paradoxically reported in the New Vork Times

. (8/8/37):
"Are not the very efficiencies of our ever-increasing productive ability

cif such a nature that it is questionable whether we can come out of future
depressions by placing our dependence solely on the operation of "natural
economie forces"?

Yes, replies the Machinery Industry in the aforementioned
pamphlet : "What America wants is stiffer competition and
lower prices". And General Motor's Mr. Knudsen agrees:**

"Somebody has to reduce prices if business is to be encouraged •... at the
present time it is actually being done in a kind of bootleg fashion ... shopping
in New York today is like shopping in an Oriental bazaar."

True, reflects Roosevelt in his recent message dedicated to
th.e problems of the "recession", some prices are too high. others
are too low; but "further expansion, more abundance, depends
on balanced prices". The price of labor has to come down if
prices shall be lowered; the price of labor will be lowered if
prices rise. Which ever way you put it, price policies can only
refleet wh at underlies all prices and their movements : The
question of how much of social production, in its miserabie
*) "The Case for Freedom from Federal Control of Wages and Hours.

Machinery and Allied Products Institute, 1938',p. 13
**) The Christian Scienee Monitor (1/11/38)
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capitalist forms and results, shall go to the workers and how
much to the non-workers. The latter have here the advantage
for they .do the regulating. A balancing of prices can have nb
other object than.to balance the exploitation of the workers with
the needs of capital. If the 'rugged individualists' still believe
they can do this themselves and profit by their own effort ether
capitalist groups and the government hold necessary a ~entral
regulation of the distribution of the wealth created by the
workers and a further control over investments. A free-for-all
exploitation is challenged by a carefuUy planned exploitation ;
the power of the money bag is to be increased by the wisdom of
government. That even under such conditions competition
proceeds to assert itself, and that the wisdom of government as
in Germany for instance, liquidated many Jewish capitalists ~nd
in America many of the weaker entrepreneurs, lies at the 'base
of all argu.ments against regimentation. For those people in
favor of stiff competition know quite well that the "elimination"
of competition is only a form of competition to which they are
sacrificed.

Contrary to Ben Akiba, nothing appears twice. Those
people w~o beli~ve th~t the "new" depression will warm up onee
more the inconsistencies of the "New Deal" are mistaken. Those
who believe in a "second" bloodless revolution by Roosevelt in
"favor of the masses" will be disappointed as Roehm was when
Hitler let him ~aye it .. For those measures applied by the
Roosevelt Administration have so far spent themselves without
avail. Sharper measures must follow, but no longer in the old
direction, for as long as business can be "attacked" the govern-
ment may divide and rule. But if business and government are
more and more identical the government would have to attack
ltself to divide and rule. It will f'orget about dividing and will
only rule. Glumly Professor Lionel Robbins of the London
School of Economics says in the Annalist already quoted:

"I~ most cases the very expedients which have been adopted in the last
depres~lO~ have weakened the capacity to stand depression anew. Currency
depreclatlOn. un.balanc.ed budgets. vast programs of public spending-these are
the measures with which trade has been stimulated in the recent past. And
lt sh~uld be .c~ear.that they cannot be applied indefinitely... Thus the nn-
n~rlymg position IS not .stable; and a renewal of prolonged depression;.. is

ely to be attended with very grave consequences. It is no exageration to
~ay th~t the fate of democratie institutions may rest with those who have it
In their power to bring about a revival of confidence."
- whic~ would mean in the hands of the governments; but their
answer hes not in the direction Professor Robbins hopes for : the
democratic forces will in the end be forced, as Roosevelt' re-
marked recently, to "take the place of dictation."

There are two futures, the distant and the immediate. But
both are dependent on the re establishment of capital rentability
~egardless of whether this ~a~ital i~ cont:r:oll~d by individuals:
rusts, or governments. Existing differentîations m economie

and political power will allow the possibility of robbing Peter to
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give Paul for some time to come. But this process will finaIly
pauperize both. The problem is not one of the division of spoils,
but of the creation of greater and always greater profits. But the
immediate necessities of aIl capitalists lead to only one end -
the progressive destruction for alI time to come of the base of the
profit system. The Dead End sign on the road of capitalism is
already in sight, during its periods of prosperity as weIl as
depressions. And we are happyabout it. An end of capitalism
though tuH of terror, is better than terror without an end.
Therefore we welcom.e the depression.

We have already stated the main theme of the book: The cuiTëitt Ideas
in society don't correspond to the prevailing practice, though this practice is
carzied on~ an~ in one s.ense is possible only b~cause of such îdeótogies.
The material side of society changes faster than lts complementary idèology
and this causes conflicts, which are temporarily resolved in a repetitic:m of
this whole situation on a new plane. Nothing- is easier than to show thàt
society never does and never can live up to once accepted ideas; that trad1tion
hampers the recogndtion of changing realities; and that society changes in
spite and because of a false consciousness on the part of its members.

As society is made up of many diff.erently interested groups and in-
dividuals, it could not function, as it does, without somebow unifying
ideologies. So far, the ideologies were fostered consciously only to a liman
extent and were largely the result of general and specific conditions becloud-
ing the real social relations. The socio-economie basis of society explams the
ideological and emotional phenomena Arnold deserfbes with the concept
"social psychology". However, he is satisfied with the social psychological
side of the conduct of men. That his explanation of social pnenomena is
itself in need of explanation lies outside his interest. The conflicts in society,
reflected fn the conflict of ideas, are not referred to specific class eonfliets
(despite his pragramatic attitude), but are explained by Arnold as caused by
the discrepancy between actual needs for mankind in general, and the limi'ta-
tions set by attempts to follow traditional patterns and symbols.

And so it can be .said that in more than one .sense ArnoId's book belonge
to the category of late successes in the up-lifting literature Iike "How t.o
worry successfully", "Life begins at 40", "Live alone and like it", etc., tt
tells its readers to accept unalterable situations without much fuss. Soeiat
organizaticns have always changed, and traditional thinking was at ~N~
always strongly opposed to such changes, only to be defeatedeventually. :rhe
inevitable has to be recognized and to be accepted, .and it doesn't mat.ter i.
tbe inevitable is fascism or communism. There is no use lam enting ~ID'in.st
the growing power of the trusts, against Róosevelt's "socialism", ~ga.UI,&taD
unbalanced budget, or against the CIO; these phenomena are justîûed b;r
their existence. If you don't like them yet, you will eventually; so Why
bother, why argue, wby lose sleep over such matters?

If, rrom a reactionary or revolutionary point of view, one should
oppose the present reality and its ideological expression, he will fail 00' r.ally.
supporters to his side if be restricts himself to appeals to the intelligent and
understanding "thinking man". For the latter is a non-existing abstrae-
tron. Society is determined solely by every-day needs, which cannot be dela~
ed, and 07l1yorganizations fostering these needs and tbeir ideologies wil~,have
suecess, The "needs" of the future are nothing-but dreams. The day behmifll.
to the realist who prefers the bird in the hand to the two in the busb;"the
dreamer can .only be his servant. And so the actual "usefulness" of AJlllold'.e
book, of which 'the 'reviewer in the "New Republi.c" speaks, consists ()f an in~
telligent support, of the .Roosevelt policy, which once more explains t~
success of tbe book, owing to the present unity from Hearst past Roosev.elt W.
Browder. It is also "useful" insofar as it tells the wor kers, who read the
book, indirectly that tbey may as well cling to the Roosevelt bandwagon. f'Or
th ere is nothing else to do, and it presents to them Lewis's CIO as an ex.:
cellent example of a timely realism.

It is true that Arnold refuses to preach. to propagandize, and th4t he:
Wants only to state bis observations regardless of what others may make of 4
But what he wants and what he does are also two different things. Tbe
effect of the boo~, if it bas any, will tend to support the forces in power,
Y"hatever they might be... That the problems of the workers are not as yet
Identiçal with tbe problems of society, that what may be extremely timely
for sociery .may also be extremely foreign to the interests of the worli:eia,
never occurs to him. Tc start and to stop an investigatton of capitalism soJely
on tbe basis of tbe 'discovery" that tbe prevaiIing ideas don't correspond tb
reality lead only to fhe-appearanee tbat the author approaches reaIity. He
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/lA BIRD IN T~E ~AND"
Thurman W. Arnolds "The Folklore of Capitalism"
Yale Unzversity Press, 1937.400 pp. $3.00

A few months afterits publication Tbe Folklore of Capitalism was
already in its third print ing. Seldorn bas a book of its cbaracter found in so
little time such a wide audience, and seldom so many favorable reviews.
Though it is very interestingly and often highly entertainingly written, this
praise of the book is not due to what is described as its specific literary
charm, but to its debunking attitude, which pleases large layers of in-
teHectuals who don't like to be botbered by any kind of commitment, so that
they may play the game of opportunism unrestricted. Using the Manager's
fonnula presented in Goethe's Faust in the Prelude at the Theatre, "Wh'O
'Offersmuch brings something unto many, and each goes home content witb
the effect," Arnold is able to interest almest everybody concerned somehow
with the problems of society. To do this most successfully he rejects the
Poet and holds with tbe Merry-Andrew:

"Posterity! Don't name tbe word to me!
If I should choose to preaeb Posterity,
Where would you get contemporary fun?

To judge from the enjoyment Arnold apparently derived from his
debunking enterprise, his reviewers must have made him laugh very heartily.
Re-printed on the jacket of the "Folklore" is Alfred M. Bingham's opinion
that the book, "Will be as much revered as we now revere Darwin's "Origin
of th« Spuies. •• Fred RodeIl in the "New Republic" thinks, "that Mr. Arnold
has bis fingers on sometbing miles ahead of Marx - in maturity, accept-
ability, and especially, usefulness." And one Trotskyite, trying to imitate
Arnold's style, writes in the "New International": "Here is an antbropologic-
al analysis, admirable for its scholarly objectivity, of astrange and interest-
ing tribe inhabiting the central portion of the North American continent, etc.
etc. However, aIl Arnold wants to show is the difference between ideology
and 'reality. Or as he states, "by the folklore of capitalism, I mean those
ideas about social orgànizations which are not regarded as folklore but ac-
cepted as fundamental principles of law and economics". That is, be restates
observations made long ago, which today would (if they could) already be
commonplaces, and which were described in fiction and science more than
often. Although the reviewer in the "New Republic" doesn't know it, Marx
has sbown 70 years ago why tbe ideologies of the present exploitatio.n society
are practical and in existence thougb they don't correspond to reah~y. B';lt
this is of no importance; a re-statement uf known facts and observations will
never hurt, especially when offered in such a readable form as Arnold's. The
readability 'Of tbe book, by the way, is due to his using he age-old trick 'Of
amusing the present with the "shortcomings" of the past.
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looks under the shell as weU :1Sat it, but still he misses the m~at it c~vers.
The statement of "usefulness" made by the already meI?-tIonedreVIe,!er

• IJSthave amused Arnold particularly, for he ~imself ~ con~nced of nothing
lIIore than the uselessness of his "disco,:ery" m ~ra~tlcal life. He cannot
eoncerve of a replacement of folklore Wlth.a t;eal insight, but onl~ .of an e~-
change of one folklore with another. To Justify somehow the wrlting of his
book, he has nothing more to say than tha~ h~ has "a feelin~" that the
replac.ement of the present folklore ~f capitalism .(as that, for msta?ce, ex-
presse"d in the illusion that we still hve under pr-ivate property relations and
that the Constitution is "a charter of positive government") with the other
folklore, -èxpressed in the "'!orship" of a ~ingle personality" may ~e preve~t-
éd by lil third possibility which however will mean no more than to modify
the bitter clash of extr;me positions", if our "priesthood" gains a better m-
SJKht~ to what is really necessary and what preventabie. In othet; words, .and
msregarding the fine expressions which Arnold used to say such simple .thmgs
as bourgeois democracy and bourgeois fascism, all that ~e can ~oncelve as
1I8~ful hy the recognition of the difference between reahty an~ Ideology. as
presen\.ed in his book, is that a few intellectuals try to reconcile the commg
Ameriean fascism with the superstition of the past and the present to aVOId
Ilnnecessary noise. And expressed still more simply, what Arnold wa~ts ~o
ay is that those people who want to prevent fascism must bec0!De fasciste m
order not to be replaced by fascists. "I have no dou~t,': he wntes~ (p. 393)
"as to the practical desirability of a society where principles an~ ideals ~re
Inore important than individuals... Yet the belief th~t ~here IS something
peculÏárly sacred about the logical ·content of th~se .pnnclples, that orgamza-
tfons must be molded to them, instead of the principles molded t<?orgamza-
tJionàl needs, is often the very thing which prevents thes~ prm~lples from
functïoning. The greatest destroyer of ideals is he :ho behev~s. m them ~
sCrongly that he cannot fit them to practical needs. How realistic Arnold 15
here becomes clear when we merely take notice of the fact that the Euro~ea.n
tIOàalistic movements have become nationalistic a~d. pr~sent a faSCIStIC
program in competition with ·the real fascists, as an mdlcatI0!l that they have
learned long before the appearance of. Arnold's book .tha~ I~, you w~~t to
function in ·capitalism you have to be m step with capitalist progress . In
times where the professional pacifists become the greatest ,:"ar-mongers, as at

ne::M!.ntin America, it is obvious that Arnold's suggestlOns only. :eflect
~ut-dIlY reality. This means t~at Arnold thi!1ks. that ~e reco~mtlon of
tlae folklore of capitalism as sprmging' out of capitaliet relatIC?ns,will lead to
dae poasibility of manufacturing new folklore more m step with the needs ~f
tb present The planleas folklore will be replaced by planned ones, for he IS
eo~vineed that "Men cannot fight over practical things." (p. 336). "In-
stitutilmal creeds such as law. eeonomics, or theology,' he says. (p. 356),
"must he false i~ order to function effectively." But he says this only to
~guard his readers fromthe misery of disappointn,tent. The old truth that
0'iIe has to strive for the impossible .to reach the posslble, that the general and
tIîé sp'ecific can never be divorced, IS restated with .an eye to the d~fense of
.he lItesent, which will always be imperfe~t and s.tlll be the only thm.g ,;?rth
liVing fOl". So he accepts Mussoli"niand Hitler WIthout den~ng th~lr bad
.de8" and he supports Stalin against Trotsky as the :ea~lst against the
cfréariier. And reaUy one might as weIl spare ~imself all Indignation with .the
present or the future rulers of society. There IS no reason to b.!!comeexc\t~d
because present needs oppose cherished ideas. "What was. ca~led heresy m
die Middle Ages is caUed Communism today, but the essentlal îdeologv of the
argumentative attack then and now, is identical." (p. 3). Why cry, he
M'gUes about attack; on private property, which is already a fiction because
Of the 'development of trusts and state capitalists enterprises? The whole
social question is one of systems of governments and. of changes ~f terms.
"If the rise of new organizationfl ia slow. the terms will. ch~nge t~elr mean-
ÏI\g8, rather than be supplanted by new term~. Capl !lSm. w.lll , be~ome
"socialistic" in a fllowrevolution. In a more VIolent one, Capltahsm WIll be

supplanted by 'Socialism' and then in the period of stabilization 'Socialism'
will gradually become 'capitalistic'. This is what is happening in Russia"
(p. 341) Arnold forgetsto add to the statement - if one aeeepts the
folklore of Russla's 'Socialism' .

Arnold's "philosophy" as a practical guide can have meaning only .011
the assumption that the "necessary" and ".practicaI" are also possible. '1'0
show consistency in bis thinking he is continuously forced to speak in
non-capitalist terms to prove to the capitalist mind that it is not in CQ~

fOtJllance with reality. "The holy war between Capitalism, Oommumsm, .a~d
Fascism", he says (p. 14) "is one of the greatest obstacles to ·practi~
treatment of the actual day-to-day needs Qf the American people. Eve~
agricultural credit and soil conservation become tainted with ·Communism."
If the objective reality were known to him, he would see that not, the
ideological battles hinder the fulfillment of practical needs, but the .__
possibility of a fulfillment of the practical needs leads to those ideologieal
battIes. Because the "people" are trying ,to live up to the philosophy .of "the
bird in the hand" they are foreed..under present conditions, to defend a11ex-
isting folklores and create aIl kinds of dreams. Here it is not a question qf
a poor adjustment to reality on the part of the stupid, the religious, the
tradition-handicapped, but a question of life. and death in the present, and
this in spite of the fact that such mayalso be the case under less streBSÏog
circumstances. Instinctively or conseiously the economically out-dated kilo.••.
or feel that their particular position in society is bound up with a ~icular
ideology, and that if the latter is threatened the former is also challenged,
To make this necessity of being reactionary appear ridiculous in the eyes of
those who understand, Arnold aseribes to the present miserabIe society the
possibility of satisfying the material needs of mankind. He assumes that if
it were only properly organized, present day 'society could fulfill the real
needs of the day, that with a different distribution of goods the idiocy .of
slogaps opposing social security measures and similar necessary improvements
would become apparent. He does not see that these up-to-date polieies are
an expression of the objective impossibility of solving by mere organizational
changes the problems of society on the basis of arestriction to a "bird in the
hand" philosophy. What can be done by organizational changes isa differelit
distrihution of the growing misery. To give those more who have little Ol'
Dothing implies giving those less who have still enough or too much. But as
soon as one gets less, his past and present posttien in society and hie future
in it are threatened, he is slipping, is ort the downgrade, and will Mlly to
defend his own, and this i~ possible only by figbting those practical neceasar;
changes, which the understanding one holds necessary, and its ideological e•.
pressions. As there is no possibility, without revolutionary change, .of
developing organizations capable of satisfying urgent needs, it is obvioUIJ
that without such revolutionary change ·the struggle for the diminjshing
product of society, and with this the ideological struggle, will Increase, W
will exclude more and more the maintenance of society even on Ja
progressively miserabie basis. The forces interested only in the "bird in the

. hand" philosophy will have to counteract this growing chaos by a forcèfuHy
manufactured "unifying" totalitarian ideology, which will exclude even, tbe
possibility of "discoveries" of contradictions between ideas and reality. And
of this, Arnold is afraid, although he hides his fear by an amused non-
chalance, and he hopes, however dimly, that the "understanding" he p.rovides
~ay "at least tend in the direction of preventing anger andexcitè'M"ent
In government which destroy practical judgment." (p.393)

Despite all this, Arnold's boek may be recommended precisèly lur îti!!
"~ird in the hand" attitude. But still the question remains: - what 18 th",
bird in the hand? With a remarkable clarity Arnold shows, for instance';
that Norman Thomas' party is not such a bird, but with equally reinarkabl'e
obtruseness he secs the feathers of such a bird on Lewis's C. I. O. In oth~
Words, the bird in the hand for him is Rlways what he thinks is 'practica]
today. If the C. I. 0., for instance, organizeb the workers to make them 810ft
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capable of tighting backward orientated capitalists, .it also regula.te.s. .the
workers to the will of its bureaucrats. They cease partly to be the. victims
of capitalists in order to become victims of union leader.s. It remams to be
shown that the unionization of workers in the C. 1. ?: manner ac~ually 'ÎP~:s
for better living standards under the present conclibons of society. IS
can be demonstrated Lewis wilt be the "bird in the hand" regardless of what
kmd of ideology he may peddle. But if it can be proved that no real
material gain results from this tinionization, th en the C. t. O. cannot be
regarded as a "bird in the hand' policy but. another folklore. However,
Lewis and his C. 1. O. may still be an expressten ?f ~he actual needs of the
tinte, but not for workers. But Arnold was not thinking of the wor~~r~. A~d
so it is wrth all other problems in society. What. Il!-ayappear a~ a b.lrd m
the hand" engaging people in all kinds of activity may be m reahty an
illusion hindertng the fulfilÎment of practical nee ds. A, ~roI?agan?a for .the
:t"tdfilhl1entof the apparently most direct actual needs, objectively impossible
without revolutionary changes, may lead to the postponement of the" f~l-
Mlment of those needs because of a refusal to demand more, ~ha.t th~ . bird
inthe hand". The maximum demand may be the only reahs~lc mmlm~m
demand. For this reason the revolutionary work~r must. c?ntlI~uously m-
vestigare and reinvestigate conditions, must contmually distinguish between
wnat is to be regarded as a "bird in the hand" and what only appears as
such. This already means that he has to coordinate his activity ?f today wit.h
his recognized needs of tomorrow. He has to reject the o~e sided emphasis
prevailing in Arnold's book. and has to be both at the same time - a man of
principle and a man of action.

TI-4EMARXIST IDEOLOGY IN RUSSlA.
Communism, for us, is not a state of things to be estab.lished nor an
ideal to which reality must adapt itself; we call commumsm the actual
movement which transforms existing conditions. (Marx)

WE have to deal here with an ~spe.cia11y pointed example ~f
the striking discrepancy which In one form or another IS
noticeable in a11 phases of the historical development of

Man::ism. It may be characterized as the contradietien ~etw~en
the Marxian ideology on the one hand, and the actual historica I
movement which, at a g:1ventime, is concealed beneath that
ideelogtcal disguise.

It Is now almost a century sin ce a special censor disp3;tched
from Berlin to supplant the local authoritiès <?f"Cologne In .the
difficult task of garrotmg the "ultra-democratie p~per edited
by the 24 year old Karl Marx, reported to the Prussian go~ern~
moot that the Rheinieche Zeitung might now safely be pe,rlllltted
to continue as the "spiritus rector of ~he .whole undertakmg, Dr.
Marx", had definitely retired from his Job and there -;;as. no
possibility of a successor capable of keeping up' the ?dlO!ls
digmty" hitherto achieved by the paper or of prosecutmg lts
policy with energy". That advice, however, was n?t followed by
tbc Prussian authorities who in this matter were directed, as ~as
now become known by the Russian Tsar Nicholas I whose vice-
chaneeHor, Count de Nesselrode, had just then thr.eatened t~e
Prussian ambassador in Moscow to lay be~ore HlS Imperia!
Majesty's eyes "the infamous attack which the Rheinische
H

Zeitung, published at Cologne, had recently made on the
Russian cabinet". That happened in Prussia, 1843.

Three decades later, the censorship authorities of tsarist Rus-
sia herself permitted the publication in Russia of Marx's work
- the first version of Capital ever to appear in another than the
German language. The decision was based on this precieus
argument: "Although the political convictions of the author are
entirely socialist and although the whole book is of a definitely
socialist character, the manner of its presentation is certainly
not such as to make the hook open to all, and in addition it is
written in a strictly mathematically scientific style so that 'the
committee declares the book to be immune from prosecution."·

That tsarist regime which was so eager to suppress even the
slightest offence committed in any European country against the
Russian supremacy, and so utterly careless as to the dangers im-
plied in Marx's scientific exposure of the capitalistic world as a
whole, was in fact never touched by the fierce attacks directed
by Marx in a11his later career against the "immense and un-
resisted encroachments of that barbarons power whose head is
at St. Petersburg and whose hands are in every cabinet of
Europe". Yet it was to succumb to just that apparently al-
together remote menace which had invisibly Iurked in the
Trojan horse inadvertently admitted into the preeinets of the
Holy Empire. It was finally thrown over by the masses of the
Russian workers whose vanguard had learned its revolutionary
lesson from that "mathematically scientific" work of a lonely
thinker, Das Kapital:

Unlike Western Europe - where the Marxist theory arose
in aperiod when the bourgeois revolution was already approach-
ing its close and Marxism expressed a reaI and actualized
tendency to pass beyond the goals of the bourgeois revolutionary
movement, the tendency of the proletarian class - Marxism in
Russia was from the beginning nothing more than an ideological
form assumed by the material struggle for putting across tb~
capitalist development in a pre-capitalistic country. For this
Purpose Marxism was taken up greedily as the last word of
Europe by the entire progressive intelligentsia. Bourgeois
s~ciety fully developed in Western Europe was here just in its
birth pangs. Yet on this new soil the bourgeois principle could
not make use, once again, of those historically outworn illusions
and self-deceptions with which it had concealed from iself the
restrided bourgeois content of its developmental struggles in its
first heroic phase in the West, and had kept its passlons to the
!evel of great historica I events. For penetration into the East,
It nêeded a new ideological costume. And it was just the
Marxist doctrine taken over from the West which seemed to hé
~ost. able to render the growing bourgeois development in

USsia that important historica I service. Marxism was far
SUperior, in this respect, to the native Russian creed of the
revolutionary Narodniki (populists). While the Jatter started
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from the'helief that Capitalism as existing in the ':unhöly" coun-
tries of the West was impossible in Russia, Marxism, by r~ason
of its own historicalorigin, presupposed. a f~lly accomph~hed
c~pi.talistic civilization as a. ne.cessary hlstorical ~tage.m the
process of the ultimate res Iization of a truly s.0cIah.st s~clety: .

Yet in order to render the rising bOUrg~ols SOCl~tym Ru.ssla
such ideological mid-wife service, the Marxist doctrine reqUlre.d
a. tew rriodifications even i.n its purely theoreticäl contents. :rhiS
is the basic reason for theconsiderable theoretIcal ~oncesslOn~,
etherwise Hard to explain, which Marx and Engels m the. 70 s
anti 80"8 made to the set of ideas, essentially quite Irreconclla~le
with their theory. that up to then had been. held by the RUSSIan
populists. 'I'he final ~nd most comprehenslVe form of those con-
cessiens is contained m the well-known oracuiar stat.ement ~f the
foreword to the Russian tl'anslation' of the Commumst Mamfesto
(1882) • . .'

'Phe -object of the Commumst Manifeste was to pro claim a~ inevitably
i ending dissolution of ptesent-qay bourgeo~s p~operty. I~ Russ~a, howev~r,
:: find by the side of the capitalist order which IS developing with f~verlsh
haste and by the side of bourgeois landed property which IS as yet m t~e
process of formation, the larger half of the land owned by the peasants m
eommon.

Thus arises tne question. Can the Ru.ssian l?easant comm~nity in which
tbe primitive common ownersl\.ip of the so,11subs~s~s, although m a s~ge of
already far advanced disintegratien; be immediatelv tran~formed. into a
higher and communistic forro. of l~n~ed pr~pe~y, or must lt. preVlo?sly. go
through the same process of dissoCIatlOn which IS represented m the historical
development of the West? . .

The only possible answer to thi~ question at the ~resent time IS th~
foih>wing: _ If the Russian revolution becomes .the signal for a workers
revolutioa in the West so that'thè two supplem~nt each other, then .the
present-day Russian system of common ownership can serve as a startmg-
point of a communistic developrnent."

In these sentences, and in numerous similar utterances ?c-
curring in their corresp,Ondence, in the letters to the. Russian
populist writer Nikolai-on, in the letter to Vera Sassuhtch, and
in, Marx's reply to a fatalistic Interpretation ?~ his. theory O!
neceesarv historica I stages by the Russian critic Mlchaelovskl,
there is already anticipated in a way the whole of the ~ater
development of Russian Marxism and thus al~o t~e ever widen-
ing gap between its ideology and the actual hlstOrIcal~ontent ~f
the movement. It is true that Marx. a~d Engels ~~:;thfied their
acknowledgment of the intrinsic socialist posslblht!es of ~x-
isting precapitalistic conditions in Russla ,bY the c.autl.ous proviso
that it was only together with a work.e:rs ravolution m the West
that the Russian revolution might SkIP the capItahst stage ~nd
pass from the prevailing semi-patriarchal and feudal conditione
directly to socialist conditions. (The same. provl~o. was later
repeated by Lenin.) It is also true that this eondition was not
fulfilled (neither then nor af ter Octob~,r 1917) ~md that, on the
contrary, the Russian peasant commumty to hich Man as late
as 1882 attributed such a powerful future role, was shortly
46
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afte.rwards completely wiped out of e~istence. Yet it cannot lJe
demed that even such apparently anti-Marxian slogans as the
recent Stalinist "theory" of buil ding up socialism in one country
misusing Marxism as an ideological cloak for a development
which in .its actual tendency is capitalistic, can appeal not only
to the precedent set by the orthodox Marxist Lenin, but even to
Marx and Engels th~mse.Ives. Th,er, too, had been quite prepar-
ed, under certam historical conditions, to remould their critieo.
materialistic "Marxist" theory into a mere ideological adorn-
ment of a revolutionary movement which claimed to be so-
ciali~tic ~n its ulti~ate tendency, but which in its actual process
was inevitably subject to a11sorts of bourgeois limitations, There
is only this difference, and a remarkable difference indeed, that
Marx, Engels and Lenin did so in order to promote a future
revolutionary movement while Stalin definitely applied the
"Marxist" ideology for the defence of a non-socialistic status
quo, and as a weapon against every tendency of revolutionary
realization.

And so began - actua11y during the life-time and with the
conscious and active collaborationof Marx and Engels - 'that
particular hîstoricalcbange of function through which Marxism,
adopted as a ready-made doctrine' by the Russian revo lutioniste,
was in the further development transformed from a theoretical
tooI of a proletarian socialist revolution into a mere ideological
disguise of a bourgeois-capitalist development. As we harve seen,
that change of function implied from the very outset a eertam
transformation of the doctrine itself which in this case was
achieved through a mutual interpenetration and fusion of the
traditional populist creed and the newly adopted Matxist
ideological elements. Though that transformation of the Marxist
theory was at first admitted by Marx and Engels (as they
i~agined) as a transitory step only, to be retraced by the im-
minent "werkers' revolution in the West", it soon turned out to
hav~ been in fact the first step toward the permanent transfer-
mation of their revolutionary Marxist theory into a mere revolu-
tionary myth which could at the utmost 'Vork as an Inspiration
for the first stages of a beginning revolution but in its final out-
corne was bound to act as a brake upon the real revolutionary
development rather than as its furtherance.

. It is a.spectacle worth noting, the way this historical process
of ideological adaptation of the Marxist doctrine has been
Worked out during the following decades.by the different schools
~~ th~ Russian .revolutionaries themselves. It may be safely said

at m those VIolent debates on the perspective of the capitalist
lb;velopment in Russia which were waged in the closely restricted
~hrcles of the Russian Marxists at home and in emigration from
t e ~O's to the out~reak of the war and to the overthrow of the
sanst.government In 1917, and which have faund their mostim-

~rt:ant theoretical expression in the principal economie work of
nrn, The Deuelopment of Capitalism in Russia (1899), the
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